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Title IX - Informal Resolution
A u d io :  This course has no audio. Course time is based on 1 8 0 words per
minute.

H e lp:  Click here for instructions on using this course.

Click N ext to continue.
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O verview
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The first Title IX course you were assigned, Title IX: How the Act P rotects Students and School Employees
from Sexual Harassment, defined sexual harassment, discussed school obligations, and outlined the
grievance procedure.
The second Title IX training you took —  Title IX: Additional Information for Title IX Coordinators, Investigators
and Decision-Makers —  covered many of same topics in the first course but took an even deeper dive into
them.
This course —  intended for Title IX informal-resolution facilitators —  discusses:

The latter portion of the course explains how to:

In addition to these online courses, your district should train you on the specific policies and guidelines it has
adopted to comply with Title IX.

How to determine whether informal resolution is a suitable alternative to the formal grievance process;

How to implement an informal-resolution process; and

How to facilitate:

Mediation;

Arbitration; and

Restorative justice.

Serve impartially by avoiding conflicts of interest, bias and sex-based stereotypes; and

Recognize and address implicit bias.
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O bj ectives
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The following course provides an overview of school responsibilities and the
informal resolution process pursuant to Title IX of the Education Amendments of
1 9 72. It is not offered as legal advice. Anyone involved in the informal resolution
process of Title IX should seek counsel for any legal q uestions.
The chapters of this course are:

1 . Informal Resolution

2. Mediation

3 . Arbitration

4 . Restorative J ustice

5 . Informal Resolution Agreements

6 . Conflicts of Interest &  Transparency

7. Schemas, Stereotypes &  Bias

8 . How to Minimize Bias
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Informal Resolution
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Consent to P articipate

Informal Resolution Appropriateness
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O pting for the Grievance P rocess

Sanctions/Disciplinary Measures

School P articipation

F acilitators
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About Informal Resolutions
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If a respondent does not wish to dispute the allegations in a formal complaint —
and is willing to take responsibility for the impact the allegations had on the
complainant —  a full grievance process may not be necessary. Schools can offer
and facilitate informal resolution instead. Examples of informal-resolution
strategies include:

Each of these strategies will be discussed later in this course.

Mediation;

Restorative justice; and

Arbitration.
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B enefits of Informal Resolution
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Compared to a formal grievance process, the benefits of informal resolution
include:

Informal-resolution strategies can potentially educate students and change
behavior in a way that the formal-grievance process cannot. Respondents are
encouraged to accept responsibility for the incident that led to the formal
complaint, and complainants are invited to express their feelings about that
incident.

A shorter overall time frame

Greater flexibility

Greater party control over the outcome( s) , which may improve the parties' sense of
justice

Remedies and sanctions personalized to meet the needs of uniq ue situations

Increased compliance with outcomes
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O ffer to Participate
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A school can only offer parties the chance to participate in informal resolution
after a formal complaint has been filed. To ensure both parties make an informed
decision and are not forced into the process, a school must provide written notice
of:

The allegations

The req uirements of informal resolution

Any conseq uences that can result as part of an informal resolution

Records that could be kept or shared in the process

Whether a facilitator can also serve as a witness

Confidentiality req uirements

Title IX - Informal Resolution
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Informal Resolution Appropriateness
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A school must first decide if informal resolution is appropriate.
Due to the power differential between the parties, schools cannot offer informal
resolution in cases alleging that an employee sexually harassed a student.
However, informal resolution can be used to resolve sexual-harassment
allegations between two employees or between two students.

!
A school's informal-resolution process must be sensitive to the dynamics of
sexual harassment. A school cannot req uire parties to: ( 1 )  confront one
another, ( 2)  meet in the same room or ( 3 )  work things out without a neutral
party facilitating the process.
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Consent to Participate
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A school must obtain the voluntary written consent of both parties prior to
beginning informal resolution. In addition, the school must explain to both
parties the parameters, the process, the possible conseq uences and the
confidentiality implications of informal resolution.
The parties' consent to take part in informal resolution must be made free from
coercion or undue influence. A school cannot intimidate, threaten or force
anyone to participate. In fact, Title IX expressly forbids schools from making
participation a condition of admission, a condition of employment or a condition
of any other right.
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Cases that Involve V iolence
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Informal resolution is never a good option for allegations that involve current or
past dating-violence allegations between the parties.
Dating violence involves a pattern of deceit, intimidation and manipulation. The
pattern of abuse in most dating-violence situations means there's a power
balance that inhibits effective communication and the ability to reach a mutually
agreed upon solution. N o informal-resolution strategy can negate this
imbalance.
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O pting for the G rievance Process
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At any time, either party has the right to withdraw from informal resolution and
resume the formal-grievance process. If this happens, the written agreement
must clearly disclose to the parties if and how a facilitator could serve as a witness
in the grievance process.
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Sanctions/D isciplinary Measures
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As part of an informal-resolution agreement, the parties may voluntarily accept
supportive measures, sanctions and disciplinary measures.
Both parties must agree to the proposed disciplinary actions. If a respondent
does not agree with a proposed disciplinary action, they can withdraw from
informal resolution and resume the formal grievance process.

!
P articipating in informal resolution does not prevent a school from
suspending or expelling a respondent.
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School Participation

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_informal_resolution_school_participation.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 12:31:33 PM]

A school is free to craft an informal resolution process to serve its uniq ue
educational needs. Title IX allows schools to decide certain measures to apply to
informal processes, such as whether to:

When parties participate in informal resolution, a school is still legally req uired to
protect a complainant from any further harassment by the respondent. In
addition, the school must complete the informal-resolution process within a
reasonably prompt time frame.

Req uire a safety and risk analysis prior to offering informal resolution

Refuse to use an informal process that involves direct interaction between the parties

P rohibit a facilitator from directly q uestioning the parties

! Schools also have the right to not offer informal resolution. Schools without
adeq uate resources to manage such a process need not provide it as an
option.
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F acilitators
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Informal resolution facilitators must be well-trained in the process( es)  they use.
F acilitators must be free from conflicts of interest and bias, and must be trained
to serve impartially.
The remainder of this course explains the mediation process, arbitration and
restorative justice. Mediation is explained in greater detail because aspects of it
apply to the many collaborative processes that can be used for informal
resolution.
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K nowledge Check
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Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

A school can only offer parties the chance to participate in informal resolution
after a formal complaint has been filed.

True 
 

F alse 
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What is Mediation?

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_what_is_mediation_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:41:38 PM]

As an informal resolution, m e d iatio n  is a cooperative and collaborative alternative
to the grievance process. In mediation, a trained, neutral, third party ( the
mediator)  helps two or more parties resolve a dispute. It can be thought of as a
mutual agreement between the parties to settle a dispute through compromise.
The purpose of mediation is not to find fault. Mediation does not req uire an
admission of guilt or responsibility; it only req uires that the participants agree to
work together to develop a final resolution.
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The B enefits of Mediation

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_the_benefits_of_mediation.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:41:5 9  PM]

Complainants are empowered to voice what harm was caused by the alleged
actions of the respondent. When a respondent understands how their behavior
impacted the complainant, they may feel empathy, which in turn, may reduce
recidivism.
And, in some cases, a respondent accepting responsibility is more meaningful to a
complainant than sanctions assigned to the respondent as part the agreement.

! Several studies have found that parties are more satisfied with mediated,
rather than adjudicated, results. When parties play an active role in the
development of a solution, they are more apt to abide by its terms
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The Work of Mediators

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_the_work_of_mediators.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:42:23 PM]

A m e d iato r  is a neutral third-party with no stake in the outcome. The role of a
mediator is to:

Assist and empower both parties to express their feelings and needs

Encourage the parties to listen to one another

F acilitate the development of solutions that are acceptable to both parties

!
Mediators manage the process. The process is guided on the principle of
party self-determination. S e lf - d e te r m in atio n  is the act of coming to a
voluntary, uncoerced decision in which each party makes free and informed
choices.
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Impartial and B ias- F ree Process

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_impartial_and_bias_free_process.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:42:42 PM]

Mediators must be im par tial. In other words, they must be free from favoritism,
bias or prejudice. You should decline to mediate any cases for which you feel you
cannot listen carefully to both parties and provide them eq ual opportunities to
voice their concerns.
As a mediator, it's important you establish a positive connection with the parties.
You must:

Balance your control of the process with the parties' ownership of the process.

P hrase q uestions in ways that are neither critical nor judgmental.

Refrain from making verbal and non-verbal reactions that suggest a particular view.

Refrain from assigning blame, taking sides, making decisions or imposing your values on
either party.

Safeguard the confidentiality of the process, as well as the confidentiality of both parties.
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The Mediation Process

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_the_mediation_process.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:43:02 PM]

V ictim - o f f e n d e r  m e d iatio n  provides a structured setting in which a trained
mediator collaborates with the parties to develop an agreement acceptable to
both sides.
The steps in the mediation process are well-established and fairly standard,
although the mediation process can be tailored to fit the needs of the parties and
the situation. Mediators should remain flexible and not adhere to rigid procedures
or specific, one-size strategies for resolution.
Begin the mediation process by meeting separately with each party in a neutral
setting to discuss the issues at hand and the overall process.

Title IX - Informal Resolution
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Safety

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_pre_mediation_safety.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:43:40 PM]

You must first determine if mediation is a safe and suitable way to resolve the
allegations. The most crucial time to exclude a case from the informal-resolution
process is in the pre-mediation stage.
To start pre-mediation, explore whether any history of dating violence or chronic
conflict exists between the parties. If such conflict does exist, the power
imbalance would make reaching a mutually beneficial agreement impossible. As
such, a formal-grievance process should be used instead.

Title IX - Informal Resolution
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Select H ow to Meet

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_pre_mediation_select_how_to_meet.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:43:5 9  PM]

Discuss with complainants and respondents whether they wish to:
Meet one another in person, with you facilitating the interaction;

Meet one another via conference call or video conferencing, with you facilitating the
interaction; or

Avoid interacting with one another and instead speak with you separately and privately.
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Attendants and Confidentiality

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_pre_mediation_attendants_and_confidentiality.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:44:19  PM]

Most mediations include outside participants such as advisors, parents/guardians
and general supporters. This is left mostly to the discretion of schools.
Before beginning mediation, find out who will be attending. Make sure all
participants understand that information discussed during mediation is
confidential. If there are any limits and exceptions to confidentiality, describe
those limitations to the participants.
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G eneral Information

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_pre_mediation_general_information.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:44:39  PM]

To ensure both parties are well prepared and capable of making informed decisions, a mediator should:
Confirm that the parties understand what mediation involves.

Encourage participants to speak honestly and candidly about their interests. The more candid and honest the parties are,
the more likely they are to resolve the allegations.

Ask participants about any needs they may have. F or example, ask the participants if they have any disabilities that req uire
accommodations.

Establish ground rules and provide guidance. State that each side will be allowed to speak without interruption. Create a
foundation that allows for positive, respectful interaction between the parties.

Clearly communicate that mediation will be terminated if any threatening language or derogatory statements are made.

Explain that the parties are allowed to present tangible items that help express their viewpoints or feelings, should they
choose to do so. However, tell them they should share these items with you before presenting them to the other party
during mediation.

Discuss the range and list of acceptable actions that can be part of the final agreement.

Clarify that the purpose of the mediation process is not to agree on everything. Explain that if a party is preoccupied with
placing blame and imposing strict conseq uences —  or is preoccupied with absolution and avoiding conseq uences —  they
should opt for the grievance process.

Explain that either party can, at any time, end mediation and return to the grievance process.
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Caucus

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_caucus.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:45 :04 PM]

There may be times when you need to meet with one party away from the
other. This is known as a caucus. There are a few reasons why you may wish to
caucus with one of the parties:

L et the parties know that information shared in caucus is private, and that you
will ask permission before sharing information with the other party.
As much as possible, you should caucus with both sides eq ually. Meeting in
private with only one party might appear suspicious.

To generate options without commitment

To discuss information that a party is not ready or willing to share in front of another

To ask critical q uestions that may be interpreted as partial

To seek answers to q uestions that the other party has no reason to hear

Title IX - Informal Resolution
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B eginning the Mediation

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_beginning_the_mediation.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:46 :32 PM]

When arranging the room prior to meeting with both parties, you should:
Group the parties with their supporters.

Make sure that everyone has enough space at the table.

Ensure that the parties can easily hear each other.

Make certain that neither party appears more physically aligned to you than the other.

Title IX - Informal Resolution
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Problem Identification

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_problem_identification.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:46 :5 1 PM]

O pen the meeting with introductions. Then, explain that you expect openness and
candor, review the mediation process, and establish ground rules.
N ext, allow each party to explain —  from their own perspective —  the incident( s)
that led to the allegation( s)  in the formal complaint. Encourage each party to
consider the other party's point of view.
Give the complainant the first opportunity to share how the incident has affected
them. The complainant may also ask the respondent q uestions ( if both parties
agree to allowing q uestions at that point) .
N ext, give the respondent a chance to speak. The respondent may choose to take
responsibility for the harm they caused, but they are by no means req uired to
admit responsibility.

! If a respondent uses their chance to speak to deny responsibility
vociferously or to argue excessively with the complainant, both parties may
need to return to the grievance process.
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Summarization

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_summarization.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:47:19  PM]

After each party shares their story, as a mediator, you should summarize what each person has said. Make sure that
everyone heard and understood the same thing. Clarify the issues involved, address them all, and give both parties the
chance to share additional concerns.
P arties may ask you to suggest a solution. You can comment on a particular issue without sharing personal opinions. You
should remain neutral.
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O ptions for Resolution

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_options_for_resolution.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:49 :28 PM]

With mediator facilitation, the complainant and respondent should explore
possible solutions. Resolutions for agreements could include:

It is up to you to ensure the parties understand their choices and are free to
express what's in their best interests.

An apology;

Components of reconciliation;

Restitution for the complainant;

Rehabilitation for the respondent ( as needed and agreed to) ;

An acceptance of responsibility; and/or

Disciplinary sanctions.
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Ask Q uestions to G enerate O ptions

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_ask_q uestions_to_generate_options.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:49 :5 0 PM]

During mediation, you should ask open-ended q uestions to help parties bypass
roadblocks and explore their options. O pen-ended q uestions cannot be
answered with "Yes," with "N o" or with a discreet piece of information. Also, ask
q uestion that focus on what parties do want and do like, as opposed to what
they don't want and don't like. F or example, ask:

What would you like to see happen?

What is most important to you?

What is the worst outcome you can imagine?

What is the best outcome you can imagine?

What do you need to help you decide?

What do you think the other party needs to hear from you?

What do you need to hear from the other party?

If you were in the other party's shoes, how might you feel?

If you were in the other party's shoes, what might you want to happen?
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Reaching an Agreement

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_reaching_an_agreement.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 0:10 PM]

A mediator then facilitates negotiation by encouraging the parties to select the
most important and practical ideas to include in an agreement.
The parties are less likely to be satisfied with an agreement they feel pressured to
accept. If the parties cannot reach an agreement, do not impose a solution. Either
party has the right to return to the grievance process to adjudicate the allegations
if they strongly disagree with the solution( s)  offered.
U pon reaching a mutually acceptable resolution, you should clarify the solution to
ensure both parties understand the components of the agreement. Confirm the
agreement by putting it in writing and obtain each parties' commitment to it with
signatures
The written agreement should use simple, straightforward language and — as
much as possible — using the parties' own words. The agreement can specify
that it was designed and agreed to by the parties and not the mediator.
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F ollow- up

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_follow_up.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 1:44 PM]

Conduct follow-up with both parties to ensure the parties follow through with the
agreement.
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K nowledge Check

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_mediation_knowledge_check.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 2:15  PM]

Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

A mediator is a neutral third-party with no stake in the outcome.

True 
 

F alse 
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https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_arbitration_chapter_topics.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 2:38 PM]
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Arbitration

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_arbitration_arbitration.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 2:5 9  PM]

A r bitr atio n  is another tool for informal resolution.
Arbitration describes a range of alternative dispute resolutions. Although it takes
many forms, arbitration resembles a trial-like format. Evidence is presented,
witnesses are called, arguments are made, and so forth. The arbitrator can ask
q uestions of the parties and the witnesses.
L ike mediation, arbitration must be facilitated by a trained, neutral party. O ne
significant difference is that where a mediator doesn't make decisions for the
parties, an arbitrator has the authority to make decisions over both parties
without their consent, similar to a judge.
To conclude the proceedings, the arbitrator typically issues a written decision.

! Arbitration should be more streamlined than the Title IX grievance process.
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https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_chapter_topics.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 3:38 PM]

4Chapter
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Benefits of Restorative J ustice
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What is Restorative J ustice?

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_what_is_restorative_j ustice_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 3:5 9  PM]

Restorative justice is an evidence-based practice used to reduce suspensions,
expulsions and disciplinary referrals.
Restorative justice focuses on righting a wrong, ensuring accountability, repairing
any damage done and mending damaged relationships.

! O ften, students are unaware how their behavior affects themselves —  let
alone how their behavior affects other people. Restorative practices restore
a sense of well-being to the people who were harmed, and to the
respondent as well
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B enefits of Restorative J ustice

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_benefits_of_restorative_j ustice.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 4:19  PM]

F or a respondent, restorative justice practices can help to:

Restorative practices help develop conflict resolution and critical-thinking skills
in all participants.

Increase pro-social skills.

Address underlying factors that led to the behaviors related to the allegations.

Build on the respondent's strengths.

!
Restorative practices can involve all types of students —  from students who
are struggling to those who are highly engaged.
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An Inclusive Process

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_an_inclusive_process.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 4:39  PM]

Restorative discipline practices tend to be more supportive, inclusive and
educational than other disciplinary approaches.
Inclusion in the disciplinary process is a basic tenet of restorative justice. The
complainant has the opportunity to explain the harm that was caused by the
respondent's actions. Respondents can then accept responsibility for their
behavior. Taking responsibility req uires:

U nderstanding how their behavior affected someone else.

Acknowledging that the behavior was a result of a choice.

Acknowledging that the behavior caused harm.

Taking action to repair the harm.

Taking steps to ensure different choices are made in the future.
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Admitting Responsibility

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_admitting_responsibility.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 5 :00 PM]

As previously stated, in mediation, an admission of guilt is not req uired.
Restorative justice is different because its critical feature is that a respondent
accept responsibility for their actions and take steps to correct the harm they
caused.
However, accepting responsibility for the purpose of restorative justice does not
mean the school considers the student responsible under Title IX standards.
Schools can specify the circumstances under which a respondent's admission of
responsibility would or would not be used, should either party withdraw from
informal resolution and return to the formal grievance process.
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Restorative Practices

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_restorative_practices.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 5 :23 PM]

Restorative justice includes a variety of practices, ranging from informal to
formal. O n a continuum, as restorative practices become more formal, they
involve more people, req uire more planning and time, and are more structured
and complete.

!
N othing in Title IX dictates the form of disciplinary sanctions a school may or
must impose on a respondent. Therefore, a school could use restorative
justice as a sanction in the grievance process.
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Restorative Conferences

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_restorative_conferences.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 5 :5 5  PM]

R e sto r ativ e  co n f e r e n cin g  is a victim-sensitive, straight-forward, problem-solving
method that encourages participants to resolve their problem( s)  constructively.
A restorative conference is a structured, face-to-face meeting among offenders,
victims and supporters ( e.g., family members and friends)  to deal with an act of
harassment openly, and to decide how best to repair any harm caused.
L ed by a trained facilitator whose job it is to focus the discussion —  but not
actively participate in it —  a conference allows a complainant to express their
feelings to a respondent, ask q uestions and have a say in the outcome. A
respondent then hears firsthand how their behavior affected the complainant.
The process is designed to:

Identify actions that caused harm;

Explore the nature and effects of the harm;

Decide what actions will repair the harm; and

Determine how similar actions can be prevented in the future.
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Scripted Conferences

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_scripted_conferences_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 6 :13 PM]

Some conferencing models are scripted, while others allow for a more organic approach. In conferences that
do not rely on a script, a facilitator provides an opportunity to each participant to speak, beginning with
asking open-ended, affective, restorative q uestions of the respondent.
If using a script, the complainant can ask the respondent q uestions, such as:

In turn, the respondent can ask the complainant q uestions, such as:

F inally, the complainant is asked what outcome they hope for. A discussion can follow and, after an
agreement is reached, a simple contract is written and signed.

"What is your version of the incident that led to the formal complaint? "

"What were you thinking about at the time? "

"What have you thought about since? "

"Who has been affected by what you have done? "

"What do you think you need to do to make things right? "

"What did you think when this happened? "

"How has this incident impacted you, your family, your friends and others? "

"What has been the hardest thing for you? "

"What do you think needs to happen to make things right? "
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K nowledge Check

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_restorative_j ustice_knowledge_check.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 6 :44 PM]

Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Restorative justice focuses on punishment.

True 
 

F alse 
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Chapter Topics

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_informal_resolution_agreements_chapter_topics.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 7:08 PM]
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Informal Resolution Agreements

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_informal_resolution_agreements_informal_resolution_agreements.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 7:30 PM]

All informal-resolution agreements should be specific, measurable, attainable,
relevant and time-based ( i.e., "S . M . A . R . T . ") :

S pe cif ic: The agreement should specify what will happen to resolve the situation, where
it will happen, when it will happen and how it will happen.

M e asu r able : Everyone should know when the situation is resolved, and there should be
a metric by which the resolution's completion can be determined.

A ttain able : All items agreed upon should be realistic and achievable.

R e le v an t: The agreed-upon solution should be directly related to cause of the allegations
and the harm caused by the incident.

T im e - base d : A deadline should be set for completing the terms of the agreement.
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Conflicts of Interest and Transparency

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_conflicts_of_interest_transparency_conflicts_of_interest_and_transparency.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 8:14 PM]

As you've learned in previously, a co n f lict o f  in te r e st occurs when your personal
( or self-serving)  interests clash with your professional duties. Because the mere
perception of a conflict of interest can undermine the integrity of a Title IX
informal-resolution process, it's crucial that you avoid such conflicts.
If it's not possible to avoid a conflict of interest, tr an spar e n cy  is critical. To
achieve transparency and avoid ethical and legal dilemmas, you must disclose
actual —  and potential —  conflicts of interest. Disclosure does not always
resolve the conflict of interest, but disclosure allows the conflict to be addressed
properly and productively.
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K nowledge Check

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_conflicts_of_interest_transparency_knowledge_check.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 8:43 PM]

Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

A conflict of interest occurs when your personal ( or self-serving)  interests clash
with your professional duties.

True 
 

F alse 
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7Chapter
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Schemas

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_schemas.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 9 :31 PM]

S ch e m as are mental shortcuts that your brain uses to process information q uickly
and organize it into categories, based on relationships among that data.
O ur brain is wired to sort people into groups based on easily recognizable
characteristics like age, gender, race and the like. These oversimplified
generalizations about people are called ste r e o ty pe s.
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Stereotypes

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_stereotypes.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 2:5 9 :5 2 PM]

All people stereotype others in some way. Your stereotypes have developed
over the course of your lifetime, beginning at a very early age. They've been
formed by:

Stereotypes are not necessarily negative. However, even seemingly positive
stereotypes can have unintended conseq uences.

Direct and indirect messages that have imprinted on your memory

Your experiences

Your observations

Your parents and family members

Your friends

Your schooling

Media ( e.g., music, videos, video games, movies, apps, advertisements, books, articles,
etc.)
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B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_bias.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:00:18 PM]

B ias involves attributing stereotypical beliefs about a group of people to an
individual associated with that group. Such inclinations and preferences can
interfere with your making impartial judgments about someone. Everyone has
biases that cause them to be more tolerant and accepting of certain types of
people than others. There are three components of bias:

All three components collectively affect how we relate to and treat others. If you
judge people through a biased lens, you can miss the chance to appreciate their
talents.

The co g n itiv e  component includes your thoughts, beliefs and ideas about something or
someone.

The af f e ctiv e  component encompasses your emotional reactions to different types of
people.

The be h av io r al component involves how you act toward certain people.
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E xpl icit B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_ex plicit_bias.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:00:38 PM]

Explicit bias is the type of bias that gets the most attention. Explicit bias involves
attitudes that shape what someone believes about a group of people. O vert
racism and sexism are examples of explicit biases.
With explicit bias, individuals are aware of their prejudices and attitudes toward
certain groups. Thus, explicit bias can be measured with straightforward
q uestions, such as, "Do you agree or disagree with the statement, 'Boys are
better than girls at math? '"
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Implicit B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_implicit_bias.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:00:5 9  PM]

I m plicit bias comprises the unconscious, subtle associations you make among people. It's your automatic,
positive or negative preference for someone, based on your perception of that person's race, gender, age,
ethnicity and abilities. Implicit bias impacts how stereotypes shape your understanding, decisions and
actions toward members of diverse groups. It does not req uire an angry or spiteful disposition; it only
req uires not being aware of how your positive or negative stereotypes influence your thoughts and actions.
Even the most well-intentioned person experiences some degree of implicit bias; in fact, implicit bias may
actually conflict with your explicit beliefs and values.
You can truly believe everyone should be judged based on the merit of their character, yet unwittingly
stereotype someone.
Implicit bias can be just as problematic as explicit bias, because both can produce discriminatory behavior.
Any bias interferes with creating a positive classroom climate.
Because implicit bias is deeply entrenched and operates outside your conscious awareness, combating it is
challenging. F ortunately, stereotypes formed over a lifetime can be purposely unlearned. To counter implicit
bias, train your mind to recognize stereotypes for what they are. Consciously and consistently evaluate your
thought processes and judgment.
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Confirmation B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_confirmation_bias.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:01:30 PM]

C o n f ir m atio n  bias occurs when you search for, interpret, focus on and favor information that aligns with your pre-
existing beliefs, opinions or expectations.
Most people are unaware of how confirmation bias affects their actions. They may even perceive their biased thoughts
to be intuition or common-sense, and not realize how their bias hampers objectivity. In fact, research shows that people
often hold onto a faulty opinion even after being shown proof their opinion is flawed. The stronger someone's beliefs,
the more likely they are to ignore facts that don't align with those beliefs.
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Party B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_party_bias.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:01:49  PM]

P ar ty  bias occurs exists if you're biased toward someone —  or against someone
—  just because they happen to be a complainant, or just because they happen to
be a respondent.
Work to eliminate any party bias you may have. Similarly, never assume teachers
and staff members are always more credible than students…  or vice versa.
In addition, don't let your judgment be clouded because of the emotions
associated with a case. In situations that involve sexual assault or other serious
injury, it's natural to want to hold someone responsible. N evertheless, you must
remain objective.
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Sex- B ased B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_sex _based_bias_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:02:12 PM]

The topic of sexual harassment inherently includes issues of sex and sexual
dynamics. Thus, se x- base d  bias is a particular risk to Title IX's informal-
resolution process. A school must not allow sex-based biases, stereotypes or
generalizations to influence mediation, arbitration or restorative justice. Doing
so would further inject sexual discrimination into the situation.
You must not apply "profiles" or "predictive behaviors" to sexual-harassment
cases. Instead, you must adopt a se x- n e u tr al appr o ach  that prohibits sexual-
harassment generalizations about "women as victims" and "men as
perpetrators."
However, you can consider studies and statistical generalizations in an
informative, impartial away, providing they don't compromise your objective
evaluation of the facts surrounding a particular case.
If you treat either party differently during the Title IX informal-resolution process
because of their sex, you're violating Title IX's non-discrimination mandate.
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Sex- B ased B ias E x ample

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_sex _based_bias_ex ample.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:02:33 PM]

F or example, you and other Title IX personnel cannot allow stereotypes regarding
men to influence the process. You cannot assume males are innately sexually
aggressive or that a culture of "toxic masculinity" makes them more likely to
engage in sexual violence.
Similarly, you cannot offer different remedies or sanctions based on whether
someone is a female or a male.
Sexual harassment affects students throughout the country. Anyone, regardless of
gender, can be a sexual-harassment complainant or respondent. However, the
following groups are sexually harassed more than other populations:

P ersons of color, particularly females with intersecting identities

Girls and women who are immigrants ( e.g., persons whose national origin is outside the
U nited States)

Individuals with disabilities

L esbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and/or q ueer and intersex ( L GBTQ I)  individuals
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O ther G roup- B ased B ias

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_other_group_based_bias_.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:02:5 3 PM]

J ust as sex-based bias against a particular gender, so too does bias exist against
other groups with which a complainant, a respondent or a witness may identify.
You and your colleagues must not allow bias against a party's race, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, immigration-status, socioeconomic
status —  or any other characteristic —  impact the informal-resolution process.

!
Group-based bias often presents itself in the form of m icr o ag g r e ssio n s.
Hurtful and exclusionary, microaggressions are belittling and demeaning
messages you consciously —  or subconsciously —  send to someone because
of their perceived association with a certain group.
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K nowledge Check

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_schemas_stereotypes_bias_knowledge_check.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:03:18 PM]

Select the correct answer and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

Bias involves attributing stereotypical beliefs about a group of people to an
individual associated with that group. Which of the following are the three
components of bias?

A. Cognitive, Affective, Behavioral 
 

B. Explicit, Implicit, Confirmation 
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F ive Strategies

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_how_to_minimize_bias_five_strategies.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:04:5 9  PM]

To reduce the impact of bias, implement one of the following five strategies:

These will be discussed in detail on the six slides that follow.

Stereotype replacement

Counter-stereotypic imaging

Individuation

P erspective taking

Increased positive contact
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Strategy 1: Stereotype Replacement

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_how_to_minimize_bias_strategy_1_stereotype_replacement.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:05 :19  PM]

The first strategy you should consider implementing is ste r e o ty pe  r e place m e n t.
To replace stereotypes:

Consider this hypothetical situation:
A fellow educator who works in a disadvantaged, inner-city district shares how
happy she is that her favorite student received a full college scholarship. If you
reply, "That's great!  
In what sport? " you may have inadvertently displayed bias. You've assumed that a
pupil from a disadvantaged school did not excel in academics and that the teen's
only "ticket out" was athletics —  which is a common stereotype.
As such, consider why you responded the way you did. Then, do some research.
See if you can find information that supports or challenges the assumption you
made.

Acknowledge that you sometimes respond to people based on your pre-conceived notions
about them.

Identify when, where and how your reactions derive from such stereotypes.

Consider why you respond in that manner.

Choose to respond to people in a way that reflects non-stereotypical beliefs.

! If the information you find contradicts your previous belief, replace your old
stereotype with your new frame of reference. K eep that new data in mind
the next time you face a similar situation and respond differently.
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Strategy 2: Counter- Stereotypic Imaging
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A second strategy, co u n te r - ste r e o ty pic im ag in g , involves you challenging your
stereotype by making a positive association with an image that's the exact
opposite of your stereotype.
F or example, if you typically stereotype doctors as men and typically stereotype
stay-at-home parents as women, think about exceptions to that stereotype —
e.g., a female friend who is a doctor and married to a stay-at-home dad.
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Strategy 3: Individuation

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_how_to_minimize_bias_strategy_3_individuation.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:06 :01 PM]

A third strategy, in d iv id u atio n , involves obtaining information about individual
members of a group instead of generalizing about that group.
Make a conscious effort to avoid making q uick decisions based on stereotypes.
Gather information about a person before judging that individual. And purposely
form meaningful relationships with people different than you.
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Strategy 4: Perspective Taking

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_how_to_minimize_bias_strategy_4_perspective_taking.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:06 :20 PM]

P e r spe ctiv e  tak in g , a fourth strategy, involves walking a proverbial mile in
another person's shoes. Before judging someone, consider that individual's
perspective. Doing so will help you empathize with people you tend to
stereotype.
F or instance, if you tend to stereotype based on gender, try imagining what it
would feel like to be deemed unq ualified for a position because of your gender.
F or example, consider how a man might feel were he denied the opportunity to
teach kindergarten because he's perceived as less nurturing than women
applicants.
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Strategy 5 : Increased Positive Contact

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_how_to_minimize_bias_strategy_5 _increased_positive_contact.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:06 :5 0 PM]

I n cr e ase d  po sitiv e  co n tact is a fifth strategy you should consider employing.
Spending time with diverse groups of people is a powerful way to counter false
stereotypes. By meeting individuals who don't conform to your pre-conceived
notions, your stereotypic thoughts and beliefs will dissipate.
F urthermore, when you interact with the community where your students live,
you forge positive relationships with the kids and their families.
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When You Inadvertently Say the Wrong Thing

https://www.publicschoolworks.com/Pages/docAccessCheck.asp/TrainingPublic/Title_IX_Informal_Resolution_Process/a001_how_to_minimize_bias_when_you_inadvertently_say_the_wrong_thing.html?di=1024&dia=m8kf4[7/14/2021 3:07:10 PM]

Even if you sincerely try to be culturally considerate, you may say something that you consider benign, but
that others consider racist, sexist, homophobic or otherwise insensitive.
If they accuse you of bias or prejudice, you may feel hurt, frustrated, angry, resentful or guilty. You may want
to respond, "That's not what I meant," or "You're taking it the wrong way."
However, try to avoid becoming defensive. Instead:

Calmly and honestly examine the situation and what you said. Everyone has biases, so be willing to admit that you were
wrong. Doing so can establish trust with students and promote a respectful, inclusive environment.

Respond with respect. Acknowledge the other person's feelings; doing so can help resolve any conflict. Say something
simple but kind, such as, "I understand you feel my words were prejudiced or unfair, and that concerns me."

Gather information. Try to understand the other person's point of view. The effects of prejudice are cumulative. Chances
are, the person's reaction isn't just because of what you said, but because they've faced a long history of prejudice.

Acknowledge what happened and modify your behavior accordingly. If your behavior was consciously or unconsciously
prejudicial or unfair, avoid repeating your mistake.
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K nowledge Check
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Select the correct answers and click the Submit button to see feedback. NOTE: Knowledge Checks do not count toward
your final test score.

To reduce the impact of bias, which of the following strategies should be
implemented?

A. Stereotype replacement

B. Counter-stereotypic imaging

C. Individuation

D. P erspective taking

E. Increased positive contact
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00

Your K nowledge Check score is
~ ~ ~ null~ ~ ~ % . You may not be prepared
to take the final test for this section.

You may want to review the following
sections:

Click here to open the course O utline to jump to any page for review.          

You have completed this section of the course.
You must complete all sections and take the test
to receive credit for this course.
Click on the next section in the left-hand
navigation bar. If you've completed all sections,
please click “ Take Test.”

 Reset score and all K nowledge Checks.
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